Abstract. The World Wide Web (WWW) can be viewed as the largest multimedia database that has ever existed. However, its support for query answering and automated inference is very limited. Metadata and domain speci c ontologies were proposed by several authors to solve this problem. We developed Ontobroker which uses formal ontologies to extract, reason, and generate metadata in the WWW. The paper describes the formalisms and tools for formulating queries, de ning ontologies, extracting metadata, and generating metadata in the format of the Resource Description Framework (RDF), as recently proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). These methods provide a means for semantic based query handling even if the information is spread over several sources. Furthermore, the generation of RDF descriptions enables the exploitation of the ontological information in RDF-based applications.
Introduction
In more and more application areas large collections of digitized multimedia information are gathered and have to be maintained (e.g. in medicine, chemical applications or product catalogs). Therefore, there is an increasing demand for tools and techniques supporting the management and usage of digital multimedia data. Especially the World Wide Web (WWW) can be regarded as the largest multimedia database that ever existed and every day more and more data is available through it. Its support for retrieval and usage is very limited because its main retrieval services are keyword-based search facilities carried out by di erent search engines, web crawlers, web indices, man-made web catalogs etc. Given a keyword, such services deliver a set of pages from the web that use this keyword. Ontologies and metadata (based on ontologies) are proposed as a means for retrieving and using multimedia data (Boll et al. 98 ) (Sheth&Klas 98). They provide`'an explicit speci cation of a conceptualization" (Gruber 93) and are discussed in the literature as means to support knowledge sharing and reuse (Farquhar et al. 97) (Fridman Noy&Hafner 97) . This approach to reuse is based on the assumption that if a modeling scheme { i.e. an ontology| is explicitly speci ed and agreed upon by a number of agents, it is then 2 possible for them to share and reuse knowledge. Clearly, it is unlikely that there will be a common ontology for the whole population of the WWW and every subject. This leads to the metaphor of a newsgroup or domain speci c ontology (Kashyap&Shet 97) (Mena et al. 98 ) to de ne the terminology for a group of people which share a common view on a speci c domain. Using ontologies for information retrieval has certain advantages over simple keyword based access methods: An ontology provides a shared vocabulary for expressing information about the contents of (multimedia) documents. In addition, it includes axioms for specifying relationships between concepts. Such an ontology may then in turn be used to formulate semantic queries and to deliver exactly the information we are interested in. Furthermore, the axioms provide a means for deriving information which has been speci ed only implicitly.
These advantages come with the price of having to provide information in a more formal manner. Since a large portion of the WWW is formulated using HTML, which is not an entirely formal language, the following questions arise:
? How can information be represented (in a su ciently formal way) in the WWW?
? How can this information be extracted and maintained in the WWW?
? How can we reason with it and what inferences are possible?
To answer the rst question, we have to look at the e ort toward standardizing data, metadata, and ontologies. XML based languages (XML) are becoming standard formats for representing data in the WWW (even for multimedia data, see e.g. Precision Graphics Markup Language (PGML) or the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL 1.0). Based on XML, the metadata standard RDF (Resource Description Framework (RDF)) and the RDF schema language (RDFS), which can be used to express ontologies, are under development and will probably be widely used in the near future. The use of these standards allows to access a variety of data in the WWW in a more formal way than today.
For answering the other two questions, we developed a system called Ontobroker (Fensel et al. 98a ) (Ontobroker) with the following core elements (see Figure 1 ):
? The most central part are the ontologies. They are used in several components of the system. They are expressed in a representation language based on Frame-Logic (Kifer et al. 95) . ? The Ontocrawler extracts formal knowledge from HTML pages. This is done in two di erent ways: for large collections of web pages with a similar structure a wrapper (Wiederhold&Genesereth 97) generates formal descriptions of the content of the pages in relation to a certain ontology. Often the e ort for constructing specialized wrappers is too high: in this case an annotation language is used for enabling providers to enrich web documents with ontological information in an integrated, maintenance-friendly manner.
? The inference engine exploits the formal semantics of the representation language and enables well de ned automatic reasoning.
? The RDF-Maker exploits the inference engine and generates an RDF representation of information inferable from the ontology and the facts with respect to a given web resource.
? The query interface enables the interactive formulation of queries while browsing the ontology and selecting the terms constituting the query. Thus Ontobroker is an integrated, comprehensive system to extract, reason and generate domain speci c metadata. According to the metadata classi cation of (Kashyap&Shet 97) our approach deals with domain-speci c metadata that is content-descriptive and utilizes a domain speci c ontology. Additionally the metadata we generate is also direct content-based, thus allowing semantic-based access to web information. In addition, the reasoning service provides a means for deriving information which has been speci ed only implicitly in the web sources. The system is fully implemented and can be accessed via (Ontobroker) . For a brief introduction of the system cf. (Fensel et al. 98a ).
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will present the representation languages and the inference engine used in Ontobroker. Section 3 introduces some basics about the Resource Description Framework and the web standards developed by the W3C and relates these developments with the Ontobroker approach. We conclude with related work, future work, and a brief summary.
The Languages and Inference Engine of Ontobroker
In this section we discuss the formalisms used by Ontobroker. After describing the representation language used to de ne ontologies we discuss the query formalism that is used by a client asking for information. Then we present the inference engine that computes the answers to queries. And nally an extension to HTML is presented that allows the smooth integration of ontological annotation in existing web pages.
The Representation Formalism for Ontologies
The basic support we want to provide is answering queries using instances of an ontology. This ontology may be described by taxonomies and rules. Since there are e ective and e cient query evaluation procedures for Horn-logic-like languages we based our inference engine on Horn-logic. However, simple Horn-logic is not appropriate from an epistemological point of view for two reasons:
1. The epistemological primitives of simple predicate logic are not rich enough to support adequate representations of ontologies. 2. It is often very arti cial to express logical relationships via Horn clauses. We will subsequently discuss how we overcame both shortcomings.
Elementary Expressions
Usually, ontologies are de ned via concepts or classes, is-a relationships, attributes, further relationships, and axioms. Therefore an adequate language for de ning the ontology has to provide modeling primitives for these notions. Frame-Logic (Kifer et al. 95 ) provides such modeling primitives and integrates them into a logical framework providing a Horn-logic subset. Furthermore, in contrast to Description Logic, expressing the ontology in Frame-Logic allows queries that directly use parts of the ontology as rst class citizens. That is, not only instances and their values but also concept and attribute names can be provided as answers via variable substitutions. A rule consists of a head, the implication sign <-, and the body. The head is just a conjunction of elementary expressions (connected using AND). The body is a complex formula built from elementary expressions and the usual predicate logic connectives (implies: ->, implied by: <-, equivalent: <->, AND, OR, and NOT). Variables can be introduced in front of the head (with a FORALL-quanti er) or anywhere in the body (using EXISTS and FORALL-quanti ers). A double rule is an expression of the form:
head <-> body where the head and body must be conjunctions of elementary expressions. Examples of double rules are given in Table I . An EBNF syntax description of the complete representation language is given in (Fensel et al. 98c ).
An Illustration
Ontologies de ned with this language mainly consist of three parts:
? The concept hierarchy de nes the subclass relationship between di erent classes.
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? For classes attribute de nitions are given. ? A set of rules de nes relationships between di erent concepts and attributes.
This illustration is taken from the (KA) 2 -Initiative (Benjamins&Fensel 98) where a community of researchers agrees on an ontology about relevant aspects of a research community. Table I provides part of that ontology. The concept hierarchy consists of elementary expressions declaring subclass relationships. The attribute de nitions declare attributes of concepts and the valid types which values of these attributes must have. The rst rule ensures symmetry of cooperation and the second rule speci es that whenever a person is known to have a publication, then the publication also has an author who is that particular person and vice versa. This kind of rule completes the knowledge base with information that is distributed and incomplete and thus reduces development as well as maintenance e ort. Especially the double rules are very useful, since they explicate e.g. a connection between two object-attribute-value triples. The third rule uses the ontology itself to complete the knowledge base. Based on the schema information missing type information for attribute values are deduced.
The Query Formalism
The query formalism is oriented towards the syntax of Frame-Logic that de nes the notion of instances, classes, attributes, and values. The generic schema for this is:
meaning that the object O is an instance of the class C with an attribute A that has a certain value V. Variables, constants or arbitrary expressions can be used at each position in the above scheme. Furthermore, because the ontology is part of the knowledge base itself the ontology de nitions can be used to validate the knowledge base. In the following we will provide some queries as examples to illustrate our approach.
If we are interested in information about researchers with certain properties. e.g. we want to know the home page, the last name and the email address of all researchers with rst name Richard, we achieve this with the following query: asks for all attributes of the class Researcher and their associated types.
These queries can be posed via a web interface, but since average web users cannot be expected to be familiar with F-Logic a graphical substitution exists that is much more comprehensive. It visualizes the ontology and hides a lot of the unnecessary syntax. A description of this interface can be found in (Fensel et al. 98a ).
Providing Input for Ontobroker
To be able to answer queries, Ontobroker needs facts which are stored in its knowledge base. The knowledge base contains knowledge collected from scattered web sources. (Ashish&Knoblock 97) distinguish three classes of web sources:
? Multiple-instance sources share the same structure but provide di erent information, e.g. the CIA World Fact Book (CIA 97), provides information about more than 200 di erent countries stored on more than 200 similarly structured pages (one page per country).
? Single-instance sources provide large amounts of data in a structured format.
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? Loosely structured pages have no generalizable structure, e.g. personal home pages. All these sources contain knowledge that should be made accessible by Ontobroker. To allow an integration of this knowledge into the knowledge base it has to be formalized. This can be done in two ways:
Sources falling into the rst two categories allow us to implement wrappers (Wiederhold&Genesereth 97) that automatically extract factual knowledge from these sources. If the structure of the pages is known and stable over time these wrappers can automatically create parts of the knowledge base of Ontobroker and thus allow inferencing and query answering about the provided information. We applied this approach to the CIA World Fact Book using a simple ontology about countries and their characteristics.
The second way to provide a formal representation of unstructured information is based on manual work. Since formalization in the third case mentioned above can hardly be achieved automatically we chose a manual annotation approach to capture loosely structured information. Large amounts of the information provided in the WWW are formulated using the Hyper-Text Mark-up Language (HTML) on hardly structured pages. We developed a minor extension to the HTML syntax (the onto-attribute) to enable ontological annotation of web pages. Annotating resources with semantic information has certain advantages over simple meta-tagging of resources, i.e.:
? The embedded annotations are located physically close to the rendered information they belong to.
? The semantic information is in part represented as the informal text of the resource, i.e. the text can be reused in a formal way, e.g. as the value of attributes. ? In the same way hyper links contained on web pages can be reused to establish formal relations between concepts. The general idea behind our approach (see (Fensel et al. 98c ) for more details) is to take an HTML page as a starting point and to add only few ontologically relevant tags to its mark-up. By these minor changes the information contained in the page is annotated and made accessible as facts to Ontobroker. This approach allows providers to annotate their web pages gradually, i.e. they do not have to completely formalize the knowledge contained therein. Further, the pages remain readable by standard browsers. Thus, there is no need to keep several di erent sources up-to-date and consistent which reduces development as well as maintenance e ort considerably. All factual ontological information is contained in the HTML mark-up itself. We provide three di erent epistemological primitives to annotate ontological information in web documents:
1. An object identi ed by a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) can be de ned as an instance of a certain class. 2. The value of an object's attribute can be set. 3. A relationship between two or more objects may be established.
All three primitives are expressed by using an extended version of a frequent HTML tag, i.e. the anchor tag.
Typically a provider of information rst de nes an object. This is done by stating which class of the ontology it is an instance of. For example, if Richard Benjamins (his home page and a part of its sources are depicted in Figure 2 ) would like to de ne himself as a researcher, he would say the URL of his home page is an instance of the class researcher. To express this in our HTML extension he uses the following line on his home page. <a onto=" 'http://www.iiia.csic.es/richard' : Researcher"> The identi er 'http://www.iiia.csic.es/richard' denotes an object, namely an instance of class researcher. Actually this id is the URL of Richard Benjamins' home page, thus, from now on he as a researcher is denoted by the URL of his home page (see Figure 2 ).
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Each class is associated with a set of attributes. Each instance of a class can de ne values for these attributes. To de ne an attribute value on a web page the knowledge provider has to list the object, the attribute, and the value. For example, the ontology contains an attribute email for each object of class researcher. If Richard Benjamins wants to provide his email address, he uses this line on his home page.
<a onto=" 'http://www.iiia.csic.es/richard' email='mailto:richard@iiia.csic.es'] "> This line states that the object denoted by the handle has the value 'mailto:richard@iiia.csic.es' for the attribute email. Several objects and attributes can be de ned on a single web page, and several objects can be related to each other explicitly. Given the name of a relation REL and the object handles Obj1 to Objn this de nition looks like this: <a onto= "REL(Obj1, Obj2, Obj3, ..., Objn)" > The listed examples look rather clumsy, esp. because of their long object handles and the redundancy due to writing information twice, once for the browser and a second time for Ontobroker. So the annotation language provides some means to ease annotating web pages and get rid of a big share of the clumsiness and redundancy (Fensel et al. 98c) . A set of keywords with special meanings is allowed as part of the annotation syntax. The keyword page represents the whole web page where the ontological mark-up is contained. This is useful when looking at the page as a representative of an object. For example, a home page of a researcher might represent that person in the knowledge base. This can be de ned by the following kind of annotation: <a onto= "page:Researcher"> The following annotation de nes the a liation attribute of the object denoted by the URL of the current page and takes the value from the anchor-tag's href-attribute. <a onto="page affiliation=href]" href="http://www.iiia.csic.es/"> The href keyword allows us to establish relations between objects without a lot of typing, because the hyper-links can be reused within the ontological mark-up. Not only hyper-links can be directly integrated as semantic information, the text that is rendered by a browser can also become a part of the formal knowledge, e.g. de nes Richard (contained between <a ...> and </a>) as an attribute value for rstName. The keyword body allows this kind of reuse. Through these conventions the annotation of web pages becomes more concise and redundancy can be nearly avoided. This tight coupling eases metadata maintenance for frequently changing resources, since changing the rendered data is automatically re ected in the semantic mark-up. Although the technique just presented is currently tailored towards HTML, it can be easily adapted for any XML based mark-up language: the only changes required are slight modi cations of the respective document type de nition (DTD) of that language. This is especially important since more and more applications of XML languages are currently developed.
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The Inference Engine of Ontobroker
The inference engine of Ontobroker has two key parts: the one that does the translation (and retranslation) process from the rich modeling language (F-Logic) to a restricted one (Horn logic) and the part that does the evaluation of expressions in the restricted language.
The input of the inference engine consists of the ontology, collected facts from the web and queries formulated in Frame-Logic. We have decided against direct evaluation of expressions of the rich modeling language. There are techniques known for evaluating Frame-Logic (Frohn et al. 97 ), but they do not support the whole language and the semantics we need (e.g. full rst order rule bodies). Furthermore a direct evaluation approach would be very in exible, a small change in the input language would result in changes of the whole system and building a specialized inference engine for a special semantics requires 13 an extraordinary e ort. Instead a Frame-Logic-translator translates the Frame-Logic expressions via several intermediate states to rst-order logic expressions. Table II gives an idea of how this translation is performed. After several transformation steps (cf. (Decker 98), (Fensel et al. 98c ) for more details) we obtain a normal logic program. Techniques from deductive databases are applicable to implement the bottom-up x-point evaluation procedure. Because we allow negation in the clause body we have to carefully select an appropriate semantics and evaluation procedure. If the resulting program is strati ed, we use simple strati ed semantics and evaluate it with a technique called dynamic ltering (Kifer&Lozinskii 86) (Fensel et al. 98d) . But the translation of Frame Logic usually results in a logic program with only a limited number of predicates (all object expressions are compiled into the same predicate), so the resulting program is often not strati ed. To deal with non-strati ed negation we have adopted the well-founded model semantics (VanGelder et al. 91) and compute this semantics with an extension of dynamic ltering.
Web Standards and Ontobroker
RDF/RDFS and Frame-Logic
In the WWW the need for a standardized notation for metadata led to the development of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) by the W3C. RDF is a framework for describing general-purpose metadata that is richer than simple keyword based metadata annotations, since it introduces the notion of resources. Resources are objects that can have certain properties and can be related to other resources (cf. (RDF) for the current status of the framework de nition). Any object that can be addressed via a URL may be a resource in the sense of RDF. Since a resource together with attached properties and values can be used again as a resource, this representation style allows us to build labeled directed graphs that resemble semantic nets.
A proposed syntax for RDF uses XML so that RDF speci cations can be easily integrated in applications following the current trend towards XML as the language for sharing information. Due to that RDF will probably become a widely recognized language and representation formalism for metadata that can serve as an interlingua for information interchange.
RDF is complemented by a schema de nition language (RDF Schema) (RDFS). RDFS is a format for de ning the terminology that can be used to describe RDF data. It basically allows us to de ne classes, 14 attributes (property types), value ranges and cardinality constraints for property types. RDF:instanceOf and RDFS:subClassOf are examples of prede ned property types, which correspond to similar notions in frame-based or object-oriented languages. So RDFS allows the denition of ontologies for RDF speci cations in a way which has some similarities to F-Logic-based ontologies.
However there exist some major di erences:
? Both representation formalisms support an (object, attribute, value) view on the object level, and a (class, attribute, type) view on the schema level, so both have a similar kind of representation.
? F-Logic supports inference rules which can be used to make implicit knowledge explicit, e.g. to derive attribute values of objects.
? F-Logic has a well de ned semantics and proof theory, thus building an inference engine for it is a clearly de ned task, whereas the semantics of RDF still has to be de ned formally.
? RDF supports the rei cation of resource descriptions, i.e. an RDF expression (consisting of a resource, a property type, and a value) can be the resource of another description. This is not possible in F-Logic.
? The schemas of RDF allow the de nition of attributes, so called property types. These property types are |in contrast to frame based languages like F-Logic| general in the sense that they do exist independently of classes. Thus, it is not possible to give the same name to di erent properties for several classes if they have di erent value ranges or cardinalities.
What has Ontobroker to offer to RDF?
RDFMaker The kinds of information that can be stored in RDF metadata include concepts that are stored in the ontological annotations for Ontobroker. To make this information accessible to a wider community we developed a tool (RDFMaker, cf. (Erdmann et al. 98 ) and gure 1) that translates these annotations (in Ontobroker syntax) to metadata (in RDF syntax). The tool takes an annotated web page and computes all inferable information based on the ontology and the annotated facts. Subsequently, it formulates all derived information according to the RDF de nition and adds it to the source. In this way any information seeker being capable of understanding RDF (e.g. 15 information agents) can pro t from the annotation made for Ontobroker. Thus the advantages of ontological annotations of resources and the homogeneity, accessibility and wide dissemination (at least in the future) of RDF metadata descriptions are combined.
Maintenance and Redundancy Reduction RDF de nes a portable way of expressing metadata, but it is separated from the data. So maintenance of metadata might result in high e ort: if the data change, the metadata also has to be changed to keep both in sync. A better approach is to combine both aspects. In Ontobroker we use annotations that are included inside the data and directly refer to the information contained in the pages, thus ontological information can be automatically extracted and therefore is always consistent and up-to-date. When using RDFMaker to automatically generate RDF descriptions from the Ontobroker annotations, the problem of maintaining metadata can be reduced. At the same time the degree of redundancy is lowered because information from the HTML pages is directly incorporated in the metadata by RDFMaker.
Inferencing Although RDF/RDFS does not allow the formulation of rules, there exist useful inference tasks for RDF. The property type RDFS:subClassOf is transitive (RDFS, section 2.2.2), thus information seekers looking for all instances of a special class C should retrieve all instances of all subclasses of c as well. Another example for a useful inference task is the deduction of implicit information. RDFS allows to restrict the ranges of property types. This information could be used to infer RDFS:instanceOf relations and thus explicating implicit information. For example, if the property type cooperatesWith has the range restriction researcher, any resource that is the value of this property type can be inferred as belonging to class researcher. This is desirable, because knowledge on the WWW is often incomplete and this is a possibility to make it more complete.
Nevertheless, there is (as far as we know) no system available that contains an inference mechanism for RDF. To be able to handle inference tasks and |more general| rules we propose to use RDF as a representation language for metadata and F-Logic as the basis for the inference engine. Thus, RDF/RDFS should be used to represent metadata within the websources and F-Logic should be used when answering queries that are based on an ontology (including rules). This combination of a generally accepted and standardized representation language and a powerful and exible inference engine would drastically enhance the power and usability of RDF. The Ontobroker-system has already proved the feasibility of this combination. Up to now, the inference capabilities of the WWW are very limited. In essence, they are restricted to keyword-based search facilities which are o ered by the various web services. This is clearly not su cient when dealing with reusable multimedia data on the WWW. As a way to overcome these problems ontologies and metadata were proposed by several authors (Fensel et al. 98a ) (Kashyap&Shet 97) (Mena et al. 98 ) (Boll et al. 98 ) and led to a number of systems.
Similar approaches to ours in regard to metadata are InfoHarness (Shklar et al. 95) and Observer (Mena et al. 96) . InfoHarness extracts metadata with a kind of wrappers. Information brokering is done primarily on the level of representation and not based on domain speci c ontologies. E.g. mainly metadata like author, title, le size etc. are extracted and used for query answering. Therefore, large ontologies with rules are not supported; inferences are not possible.
The Observer system can be seen as a successor of InfoHarness: it aims at integrating multiple information sources, each with its own domain speci c ontology. A user poses a query in his own user ontology. This query is translated using synonyms to queries according to the component ontology and evaluated by the component systems. Observer focuses on integrating multiple ontologies, and thus several aspects are di erent from Ontobroker. In Ontobroker it is possible to specify rules that express dependencies between di erent terms from the ontology and to complete information using the ontology itself. Because Observer uses description logics this is not possible in Observer. Furthermore, Ontobroker is a complete approach supporting a user with an annotation language, an inference engine and a graphical query interface, while support like this is not available for the Observer system.
Another approach similar to ours is SHOE (Luke et al. 97 ) which introduced the idea of using ontologies to annotate information in the WWW. HTML pages are annotated via ontologies to support information retrieval based on semantic information. However, there are major di erences in the underlying philosophy: In SHOE, providers of information can introduce arbitrary extensions to a given ontology. Furthermore, no central provider index is de ned. As a consequence, when specifying a query the client may not know all the ontological terms which have been used to annotate the HTML pages and the web crawler has to visit the entire WWW to ensure to nd all annotated knowledge fragments. The answers given to a query may be incomplete because the used ontologies are not entirely known and the web crawler cannot nd all relevant pages. In contrast, Ontobroker relies on the notion of an Ontogroup and domain speci c ontology de ning a group of web users that agree on an ontology for a given subject. Therefore, both the information providers and the clients have complete knowledge of the available ontological terms. In addition, the ontogroup is stored in a provider index used by Ontocrawler when collecting all annotated HTML pages. Thus, Ontobroker can deliver complete answers to the posed queries. The philosophy of Ontobroker is also tailored to homogeneous intranet applications, e.g. for knowledge management within an enterprise. In this context the information providers are well known and the ontology can be xed because in the enterprise a common view on the world should exist.
SHOE and Ontobroker also di er with respect to their inferencing capabilities. SHOE uses description logic as its basic formalism, currently o ers rather limited inferencing capabilities and does not support RDF. Ontobroker relies on Frame-Logic and supports more complex inferencing for answering queries (see (Kandzia&Schlepphorst 97) (Fensel et al. 98b ) for a comparison of the two representation and reasoning paradigms).
Because ontologies and metadata are means to overcome the restriction of the current capabilities to access the web the de nition, representation, extraction and maintenance of metadata are questions that have to be solved. This paper presented Ontobroker, a system that addresses these tasks. Ontobroker uses F-Logic to de ne the ontology and to represent a knowledge base that allows inferencing. Metadata extraction from a web page is done either by wrappers or by a web crawler that identi es special semantic tagging in web pages. In Ontobroker this annotation information is tightly integrated into the HTML mark-up. This reduces redundancy of information and makes maintenance of metadata a simpler task since metadata can easily be generated (e.g. in RDF) when changes in the original sources occur. The techniques developed for annotations are transferable to all XML-based languages.
Ontobroker provides means for semantic-based query handling even if the information is spread over several sources. Furthermore, the generation of RDF descriptions enables the exploitation of the ontological information in RDF-based applications |intelligent agents can use the knowledge provided by the RDF descriptions. The system is currently the basis for realizing the Knowledge Acquisition Initiative (KA) 2 (Benjamins&Fensel 98) (Benjamins et al. 98 ) and for developing a knowledge management system for industrial designers in regard to ergonomic questions. In the latter project, the same knowledge may be 18 used by humans and for inferences of the system. This twofold use of the same piece of knowledge is enabled through the tight coupling of semi-formal and formal knowledge in Ontobroker. 
